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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

Function is a key concept to integrate design object modeling and design process modeling in design. We here propose
the FEP (Functional Evolution Process) model in order to integrate design object modeling and design process modeling. In
the FEP model, the model of a design object is evolved through
three steps, i.e., function description, function actualization and
function evaluation. Function description is the step in which a
designer modies required functions of a design object. Function
actualization depicts a process to obtain physical descriptions
from functional description. Function evaluation is a process to
measure realizability of functions of the design object. However,
among other steps, how to treat the function evaluation is one
of the most important theme, because evaluation executed by
designers is based on subjective, ambiguous and tacit standards.
We discuss a methodology for evaluating function and propose the function content that quanties functions and enables
evaluation of functions. The function content is a similar concept of Shannon's information content and we show an example
of functional optimization based on this scheme.

Treating functions is cruicial not only for representing
design object but also for describing design process which is
important to aid design by computers. On the other hand,
although designers somehow evaluate functions of design
objects, criteria of the evaluation dier according to each
designer and it is dicult to make them explicit 2]4]. In
order to support design and maintenance of machines by
a computer, methodology for evaluating functions should
be developed. Problems for this computerization include
the facts that function is subjective and relations between
function and physical parameter are not clear. In this paper,
we discuss relation among design and function about this
function evaluation and design process representation.
We rst introduce the FEP model that is a framework
of design object and process modeling and discuss features
of the function evaluation which is one of the basic steps of
the FEP model. Second, we propose function content as a
meter for evaluating functions. Finally, we represent some
1
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part of results of functional evolution i.e., decomposed-into,
conditioned-by, enhanced-by, and described-as relations.
Decomposed-into relation This relation indicates that a function body is decomposed into sub-function bodies (see
Figure 3). This relation is an abstract-concrete on a
whole-part relation.
Conditioned-by relation When a behavior A cannot actualize
a function A, a designer adds additional behavior that
realize the function A with the behavior A. This relation denotes this operation. In Figure 4, the behavior
B is the additional behavior and this relation denotes
that a new function body B is needed to actualize a
function body A. In other words, the behavior B is
necessary condition for the behavior A. This relation
should be supported by causal relation in the behavior
level.
Enhanced-by relation This relation denotes that a new function body B is needed for satisfying a modi er A1 of
function body A (see Figure 5). In this case, though
the function body B is not a necessary condition for
the function body A, the modi er A1 is achieved better
by adding the the function body B .
Described-as relation This relation denotes that a modi er is
detailed into one or more concrete modi ers (see Figure
6).

design examples and analyze the results.
MODEL OF FUNCTION

There are many approaches to represent function (e.g.,
8] 6]), however a common problem exists that function and
behavior are often confused and mixed each other 12] 3].
For instance, behavior can be de ned objectively as transitions of physical states and therefore can be derived from
physical states of an entity and physical laws. However,
function is related not only to physical behavior but also
to human perception of behavior. For example, regarding
function of a car, one may say one of its functions is \to
move" and others \to carry," even if they observe the same
behavior.
We view that function is abstracted and subjective representation of behavior and behavior is physical interpretation of changing of states which can be directly derived
from an initial state of objects and physical laws. We here
represent functions based on the FBS modeling in which a
function is represented as an association of the designer's
intention and a behavior that can actualize this function
(see Figure 1)14].
In the FBS modeling, we represent a function as combination of a function body, objective entities, and function
modiers (see Figure 2) 10]. A function body is a symbol
that carries meaning of the function in the form of verb
words like \to move" or \to carry." An objective entity is
an entity that a function occurs on. A function modi er is
a symbol that details the function body. A typical function
modi er is an adverb word like \precisely" or \ rmly."

FUNCTIONAL EVOLUTION PROCESS (FEP) MODEL

In a design process, functional description of a design
object is gradually re ned and detailed as the design proceeds. In order to support design by a computer, it is indispensable not only to represent functional description of
design objects but also to represent and to support such a
design process in which functional description is re ned and
detailed. We have model this desing process by representing evolution of the FBS model of a design object. We call

Relations among functions

Based on the structure of the function, we have de ned
four kinds of relations among functions that represent a
2
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Steps of the FEP Model

function modi ers, or functional relations and removing
them.
Function actualization corresponds to the step to obtain behavioral description from the functional description
by using the knowledge about function. We have proposed
a function prototype as the knowledge for function actualization 14].
Function evaluation is the step to evaluate how intended
functions are satis ed by the proposed behavioral description. A designer measures realizability of functions of the
design object in this step.

Evolution by Enhanced-by Relation

this model functional evolution process (FEP) model 10].
A cycle of the functional evolution process consists of three
steps, namely, function description, function actualization,
and function evaluation (see Figure 7), and a model of a
design object is revised by the designer after each cycle of
the process. Namely, in the FEP model, the FBS model of
a design object is evolved through these three steps.
Function description is the step in which a designer
modi es required functions of the design object by operating function bodies, objective entities, and function modi ers. We represent this step of FEP with functional operations by a designer which include adding new functions,

Modeling an Actual Design of a Photocopier

We analyzed an actual design process of a photocopier
using the FBS and FEP schemes in the following steps:
3
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sponds occurs in a design object 14]. On the other hand, a
designer judges how much a function is achieved in the design object and often compares two design candidates with
respect to the degree of satisfaction of the speci cations.
This kind of evaluation is executed with the parametric conditions described in the function modi er.
However, since this kind of evaluation is executed subjectively, it is not easy to describe the relationship between
the parametric conditions and the degree of functional satisfaction. To deal with this subjective relationship, we propose function content, which is quanti ed by using probability distribution of subjectivity of a physical parameter
that characterizes a function modi er.

1. First, we collected the documents and the technical
drawings about a photocopier and interviewed with the
designers to complement these documents.
2. Then we extracted FBS elements, namely, functions,
function modi ers, behaviors, and states.
3. After extraction of the FBS elements, we constructed
descriptions of the FBS model at each step of the design
process (see Figure 8) and represented the FEP model
of this design process by tracing the evolution of the
FBS models (see Figure 9).
Finally, we investigated how each function or functional
modi er was developed with functional relations in this design process and obtained following results:
Decomposed-into relation It has been claimed that decomposition of functions is the most basic procedure to deal
with functions in design 6]. In this design, we found 53
decomposed functions in this category.
Conditioned-by relation Since most of behaviors were implicit
or non-verbal in this design, it was dicult to nd such
causal relations among functions. However by interviewing the designers, we found 10 functions in this
category.
Enhanced-by relation In our model, converting modi ers into
functions is achieved by adding enhanced-by relations.
An enhanced function is found by evaluating the modi ers. The initial function model of this design had relatively a few functions and many modi ers. It implies
that interpretation of those modi ers plays important
role in this design. In this design, we found 29 functions
in this category.
Described-as relation A typical procedure observed in this design process is adding modi ers with described-as relations. This way to add modi ers gives more detail descriptions to other modi ers. In this design, we found
30 modi ers in this category.
As we mentioned, there were relatively a few functions
and many modi ers in the initial function model of this design. It means that operating modi ers is important process
to evolve function models.

Modeling Method

We use SD method (Semantic Dierential method) 5]
for making correspondence between function modi ers and
physical parameters. The SD method is a method for representing human subjectivity quantitatively by making correspondence between evaluation and physical values that can
be evaluate objectively. The SD method employs a psychological test and principal component analysis1]. Here,
we de ne the probability of subjectivity of a modi er for a
certain parametric value as the rate of persons who recognize that the modi er is achieved mostly at this parametric
value in a certain group of testees.
As a result of the psychological test developed by the SD
method, we can obtain the probability distribution of subjectivity about evaluation against physical parameters (see
Figure 11). By quantifying function modi ers in this way,
we can represent the balancings or negotiations between
dierent modi ers. In the following sections, we de ne the
function content that represents degree of satisfaction of a
function by using the probability of subjectivity.
Function Content

As we discussed, function evaluation is to measure functional satisfaction. However, each process of function evaluation can yield dierent result and the distribution of results of function evaluation processes indicates the degree
how the function has acceptable de nition. We introduce
concept function content as the degree of tness of de nition
of function.
From our experience to observe functionality in design, we assume these three criteria which function content
should satisfy.

MODEL OF FUNCTION EVALUATION

Here, we assume that functions are classi ed into two
types, namely, verbal type that is embodied as physical
behavior and adverbial type that is embodied as physical
parameter. First type of function corresponds to function
body and second type of function corresponds to function
modi er 10].
A function body is evaluated in a binary manner, that
is, whether or not the behavior to which the function corre-

1. Because higher probability of subjectivity means that
the function is supported by more persons, high probability should provide high value of function content
(assumption 1).
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An FBS Model of the Photocopier

2. If the distribution of the probability of subjectivity has
a peak, it means that there is a common sense about
the function and importance of the function is high.
We model this as the mean function content. In other
words, if the shape of the distribution is more sharp, the
mean function content should be higher (assumption 2).
3. We should be able to explain the dierence of results of
function evaluation by dierence of groups (assumption
3).

predictability has more value to use. Here we de ne function content similar to de nition of information content but
change the de nition of probability to complement the difference among these two concepts.
Shannon de ned the information content as the change
of entropy by receiving the information . Entropy H (S ) of
an information source S is given as the following equation.

H (S ) = ;

Shannon models a information source as probabilistic
in nature. He de nes a quantity called entropy, which is
a measure of the unpredictability of information from the
information source 9] 7]. Function evaluation can also be
viewed probabilistic. Since function evaluation is a measure
of satisfaction of function which depends humans judgement
of value, it is intrinsically unpredictable. The dierence
is that function that evaluated with less unpredictability
has more value to use, while information with more un-

XM pi log2 pi
i=1

(1)

where

pi : occurring probability of ai
a1  : : :  aM : output unit of information source Entropy H (S ) is also called the mean information content I ,
which means the average of information content when one
5
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Figure 9.

Functional Evolution in Design of a Photocopier Design

knows an output from the information source S . On the
other hand, the information content of an output I (p) is
given by the following equation.

I (p) = ; log2 p

F =;

i=1

(4)

Where
i : probability of subjectivity of i
1
M : value of physical parameters
p

(2)

v

v :::v

Firstly, while the information content I (p) means the
scale of unknownness, the function content (we call this
F (p)) means the scale of satisfaction of the function according to the assumption 1. Secondly, while the mean information content I is minimum when one of p1  : : :  pM is 1 and
others are 0 and it is maximum when p1  : : :  pM = 1=M

Here, we de ne F (p) and F by using the idea of the
information content as follows.

F (p) = ; log2 (1 ; p)

XM pi log2(1 ; pi)

(3)
6
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(occurring probabilities of all output units are equal), the
mean function content F takes opposit value of I based
on the assumption 2, namely, F is maximum when one of
p1  : : :  pM is 1 and others are 0, and it is minimum when
p1  : : :  pM = 1=M . Furthermore, the assumption 3 is explained by the fact that change of probability distribution
is caused by change of the groups of testees (see Figure 11).

contrary, the mean function content should be low for
a function modi er that has low importance.

 Point 2: Dierence of groups

The probability distribution should reect dierences
of groups of testees.

 Possibility of functional optimization

If we succeed in quantifying function modi ers by using the function content, we can optimize the evaluation of the function modi er by nding out the value
of physical parameter that makes the function content
maximum.

EXPERIMENTS OF FUNCTION EVALUATION

In order to verify usefulness of our method for the function evaluation, we executed an experiment of the function
evaluation. We take image quality of photocopiers as an
example.
We verify the following points with this experiment.

Method of the Experiment

We here explain the SD method which we used for obtaining the function content.
The probability of subjectivity is needed for obtaining
the function content. We extract the probability of subjectivity by using SD method 5]. The SD method is a psycho-

 Point 1: Characteristics of the function content

The mean function content should be high for a function
modi er which the testees consider important. On the
7
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Probability Distribution of Subjectivity

logical evaluation method which is eective for quantifying
human ambiguous impression.
This method is executed in the following steps:
1. Present some dierent samples to testees (see Figure
12).
2. Extract the impression about each sample from the testees.
The testees represent their impression by using the form
shown in Figure 13, which consists of some sets of adjectives
(here, they are the function modi ers).
The conditions of the experiment are as follows.
1. We set two groups according to occupations of testees
namely, one group consists of engineers and the other
consists of desk workers. We present two same sets of
samples to two groups.
2. In order to evaluate the letter image, we chose a function modi er \beautifully." However, since this vocabulary was too abstract, we could not determine the
quantity of impression directly. Therefore, we decomposed the function modi er \beautifully" into lower
three function modi ers \clearly," \thickly" and \with
bright background," which contribute to \beautifully"
higher, by using principal component analysis 1] (see
Figure 14).
3. We obtained physical parameters, which control these
three function modi ers eectively and can be controlled directly by actuators in the machine, by using
principal component analysis again.
4. In order to obtain the mathematical function of probability distribution of subjectivity, we converted discrete
probability of subjectivity derived by the SD method
into continuous function.

1.0

Function Modifier: clearly

Group A
Group B

0.0

Physical Parameter's Value

Figure 11.

Probability Distribution of Subjectivity

Figure 12.

Example of Samples

RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENT

the function modi er \with bright background," which is
dominated by kinds of paper material. This result satis ed
the Point 1.
Figure 15 also indicates that the mean function content about the function modi er \clearly" in engineers is
higher than in desk workers. This result denotes that the
engineers have stronger common criteria for the machine's
performance than the desk workers. This result satis es the
Point 2.

Quantifying Function Modifier

Functional Optimization

We can obtain the values of physical parameters which
maximize the function content of the function modi er
\beautifully" if we can decide weights of sub-modi ers depicted in Figure 14.
Here, we decided weights of the sub-modi ers as shown
in Figure 16 by using the rates of the mean function contents
that represent their importance. By using these weights, we
obtained the value that maximizes the function content of
the modi er \beautifully" (see Figure 17). Table 1 depicts
the results of comparison between the image created by using this value and the image created by using original design
value (see Figure 18). In Table 1, the output image created

Figure 15 depicts function contents of two function
modi ers \clearly" and \with bright background" achieved
from two types of occupations, namely, engineers and desk
workers. Here, the parameter \surface potential" makes
both of the mean function content of three function modiers maximum. Figure 15 signi es that the mean function
content of the function modi er \clearly" is higher than
the mean function content of the function modi er \with
bright background," and this trend is notable in the engineers. This dierence tells that the testees considered the
function modi er \clearly" more important, which is considered as one of the machine's basic performances, than
8
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Figure 15. Comparison between the Results of Function Evaluation

Decomposition of Function Modifier

beautifully
(F)

by the function content was supported by larger number of
testees than the original one. This result veri es the Point
3.
Furthermore, this dierence can be explained as follows:

Figure 16.

0.639
0.236
0.125

clearly
(F1)
thickly
(F2)
with bright (F3)
background

Functional Decomposition with Weights

 The value of the original design is determined as a result



of negotiation among many other function modi ers,
such as, \evenly," \smoothly," and so on. Therefore
we cannot say that this derived value is optimal for
actual commercial machine. Nevertheless, this result of
optimization ts subjective evaluation of functions of
testees.
It is dicult for a designer to examine all combinations
of parameter values with considering many function
modi ers because of hugeness of search space and ambiguity of function evaluation. Therefore, the designer
could not nd out the optimum value. The functional

optimization based on the function content proposed
here will be a strong method for solving this problem.
In short, the experiment clari ed that the function
content satis ed points 1-3. Therefore, we conclude that
we succeed in quantifying function modi ers for evaluating
them by using the function content. Moreover, usefulness
of our approach is clari ed by the experiment of the optimization.
9
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tifying functions, which are subjective concepts, by relating
them to physical parameters. For this purpose, we introduced a value called function content. We evaluated an
actual design based on the function content and veri ed
correctness and usefulness of the function content as the
method for function evaluation. As an application of this
methodology, we show an example of functional optimization based on the function content.
Future works includes:

Engineers

clearly
F1

thickly
F2

- Making the dierences between the function evaluations
of the actual design and the function evaluation based
on this framework more clear by analyzing the results of
decision making in actual design based on this method.
- Developing a self-maintenance machine 11] which can
make repair planning more exible by using this method
for its fault diagnosis and repair planning.

Function Content

with bright background
F3

Design Value
C1

Surface Potential on the Photo Conductor

F =(0.639F1+0.236F2+0.125F3) takes maximum value at C1.
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